Allen Datagraph Systems, Inc is pleased to announce the release of its newest cutter innovation for sign and graphics large format print professionals, SmartMark.

Now, when you want to print and cut you don't have to struggle, hassle or fiddle around trying to make incompatible equipment perform with flawless compatibility. SmartMark Equipped cutters are the path to efficiency.

You create the "dots"… SmartMark connects them!

SmartMark is a target acquisition option for Allen cutters. It automatically scans printed registration marks and launches the contour cut process. It can scan up to 3 registration marks and accurately adjust for scale and/or skew. Just place the SmartMark sensor near the first registration mark and the system will automatically acquire the target(s) and commence contour cutting.

Independent, Compatible and very Adaptable

SmartMark is not software brand dependent, yet compatible with the leading sign design software programs. Allen SmartMark Equipped cutters can be driven from all Windows® based design application programs, so if you can create a contour cut file in your Windows software, SmartMark will find its mark! It's the adaptable contour cut solution for most printer brands, types and sizes.

All the Right SmartMark Equipped Cutter Sizes!

15" . 24" . 30" . 36" . 48" . 60"

...and Always the Right Performance Features!

PC and MAC Compatible  ■ High Force Cutting for Laminated Prints  ■ Microgrit Transports  
Long Tracking Guides  ■ Recoverable Pause  ■ On-The-Fly Adjustments  
6 Programmable Settings  ■ Remote Terminal Systems Management and more…

... And then, there's THE DREAM MACHINE, the ultimate solution. The SmartMark Equipped Series 1000

The Allen 1000 Series cutter features Allen's exclusive automatic material handling system. Media feed, take-up and flow are fully managed to deliver precision tracking, unattended. It's available in three large formats:

36" . 48" . 60"

...for the Long Run, it's the Allen 1000 Series!

1-800-258-6360